
Traditional on-premises databases consume a considerable amount of infrastructure, resources, maintenance, 
and security. Migrating databases to the cloud opens new possibilities to derive greater value from all your data, 
taking advantage of BI and AI tools, while reducing IT and management costs. It increases productivity and allows 
developers to spend more time on higher-value projects such machine learning and advanced analytics..

Challenges of continuing to run your database on-premises:
   Security and compliance: EOL of older database versions creates security and compliance vulnerabilities.
   Version upgrades: New features and capabilities require hardware update to unlock full potential.
   Focus on maintenance, not business value: Database Administrators spend time troubleshooting capability, 

capacity, and performance issues, not on optimization, experimentation, and high-level data architecture.
   Performance degradation: Application performance suffers due to latency as cloud-based apps communicate 

with on-premises database.

DATABASE MIGRATION SERVICES
Adopt a modern data platform that aligns with your data needsAdopt a modern data platform that aligns with your data needs

AWS DATABASE SERVICES
These challenges can be simplified by migrating your databases to AWS. Offering multiple database options, 
AWS' database services enable you to unlock your data’s potential.

AWS RELATIONAL DATABASE SERVICE (RDS)
AWS Relational Database Services support many of the most popular databases and are fully-
managed, freeing up valuable time so you can focus on new ways to derive more value and unlock 
new opportunities from your data. 

DATABASE ON AWS EC2 INSTANCES: 
Migrating your Database Server directly to AWS EC2 instances provides you with complete control 
to manage your database exactly as you do on premises.  AWS manages the hardware and 
infrastructure, but you’ll have administrative rights to control the rest. 

AMAZON AURORA: 
Built for the cloud, Amazon Aurora is a cloud-native, MySQL and PostgreSQL compatible relational 
database, designed to support modern microservices architectures and meet the needs of evolving 
customer data models.  Amazon Aurora provides the performance and availability of traditional 
enterprise databases, with the simplicity and cost-effectiveness of open-source databases.   

Moving one of your greatest assets, your databases, can cause apprehension due to: 
   Lack of experience in migrating databases
   Risk of losing data during migration, which could be detrimental to your business
   Assumption that extensive rework will be required to get the database to work in the cloud 
   Poor experience in a previous database version upgrade
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2nd Watch will help you choose the right cloud database migration strategy, allowing you to begin adopting a 
more modern data platform. Visit offers.2ndwatch.com/database-migration-services-aws-get-started to 
arrange a free Discovery Session to get started.

Database Migration Services

2ND WATCH DATABASE MIGRATION SERVICES
2nd Watch developed Database Migration Services to overcome challenges and ensure the seamless 
movement of your database to the cloud utilizing our comprehensive database cloud transition 
methodology. 

2nd Watch developed a modern data and analytics framework to guide you in your migration journey 
with data strategy, best fit platform, data management, data pipelines, analytics, and DataOps. With 
more than 10 years of experience in helping organizations migrate to the cloud, 2nd Watch has the 
tools, methodologies, and best practices to ensure your smooth and seamless transition.

2nd Watch Database Migration Services supports MS SQL Server, MySQL, PostgreSQL, MariaDB, 
Oracle Database, and includes:
   Inventorying database assets and application discovery
   Converting the source schema to work in the target environment
   Migrating existing database to multi-availability zone sources
   Connecting to your organization's Identity Management services
   Addressing performance issues and ensuring performance improvements
   Configuring monitoring and database back-up tooling

2ND WATCH DATA & ANALYTICS FRAMEWORK
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